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New Ideas by Franco Canova “VIB®”
PENDULUM SUSPENSION FOR MOTOVIBRATOR
The elastic elements VIB® of
Tecnidea Cidue are components
made with natural rubber that are
applied in several sectors with
purpose such as: “spring”, “shock
absorbers”, “decelerators” and
“oscillating support”. Their functioning is very easy, they are
cheap and mostly they don’t
need maintenance. The particular
executive solution, therefore,
represent a full elastic system, with
high reliability in a minimum
volume that take off for ever
problems such as noisiness (since
there are no metal parts in contact among themselves) and pollution (since there are no use of
lubricants and unimportant wear),
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1: Rubber cylinders
2: Internal square-section
3: External square-section

figure 1

Figure 1 shows the functioning basics of all VIB®
elastic elements: the elastic deformation of
four natural rubber cylinders (1) place inside
the spaces resulting from the coupling of two
square-section elements (2 and 3) rotated by
45° respect to each other. The rubber cylinders
are made by natural rubber.
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Sospensioni a pendolo per motovibratori
VIB® elastic elements are more applied in
the realization of screens and vibrating
conveyors; with them it is possible for example to realize the elastic suspensions to
support the vibrating channels during their
motion. Between these an execution
easy, cheap and reliable that can be realized is: the pendulum suspension.

It is realized with VIB elements type AC-P and
the relative VIB fixing elements type SC.
This is a cheap solution to use an only one
motovibrator on short and light vibrating
channels. The performances in terms of
speed progress and of quantity of transported material, are lower with respect to the
conveyors realized with two motovibrators.
The motovibrator is attached to the channel
by AC-P elastic element and the relative SC
fixing elements. The rotation center of the
motor, of the elastic element and of the
barycenter must be on the same axis. The
inclination of the motor after the assembly
must of 45° with respect to the vertical and
horizontal axis. The right inclination can be
reach rotating the AC-P elastic element inside the bracket SC until to clamp the fixing
screws. The elliptical motion resulting by the
channel is according to the distance “A” between the axis of the motor and the elastic
component. All the forces transferred by the
motovibrator goes to telastic element, that
absorbs the transversal forces imparting instead the forces in the advance direction.
A possible scheme to follow for conveyors in
support is the one represented in figure 2.
The figure 3 shows the elliptical propagation
of the vibration wave.
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1: Motovibrator
2: VIB AC-P elastic component
3: VIB SC fixing component
4: VIB DE-R elastic component
A: Centre to centre distance
G: Barycenter
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Fig.2

AC-P elastic component and his relative SC fixing component are determined with respect to the
centrifugal force of the motovibrator (see catalogue of motovibrator manufacturers) following the
below reported chart.

VIB SC
Fixing component

VIB AC-P
Elastic component
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Description
AC-P 40x60
AC-P 50x80
AC-P 60x100
AC-P 60x150
AC-P 70x200
AC-P 70x300

Cod. N°
RE020226
RE020231
RE020236
RE020237
RE020241
RE020242

Description

Cod. N°

SC 40
SC 50
SC 60
SC 60
SC 70
SC 70

RE020463
RE020464
RE020465
RE020465
RE020466
RE020466

Number of
pieces
01
02
02
03
03
04

Maximum centrifugal force
of motovibrator [N]
1000
2000
3500
5250
10000
15000
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